
\Prediction and control/ \Prediction and control/ 

Numerical prediction 

How to make problem cards 
l 

\STEPl/ 

Make a double-sided print on a A4 sheet in landscape. 

predict numerical values in the near future 

Probability prediction 
predict the probability 

of the near future event 

[application example keywords] 
energy consumption, prices, train delays, 
hospital waiting times, traffic jam forecasts, 
electricity demand forecasts, weather forecasts 

[application example keywords] 
market size, delivery probability, congestion 
rate, behavior model, weather forecast 

numerical value 

text 
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\STEP2/ 

Cut along dotted lines. 

-〉 predicted value
numerical value 

text 

[Keyword] 
statistical learning 
deep learning 
neural network 
sparse modeling 
knowledge acquisition / discovery 
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the back》
し土巴[related methods / technologies] 

regression analysis, RNN, LSTM, Kalman filter, 
state space model, statistical time series 
model (ARIMA / SARIMA), data assimilation 

-〉 probability

[Keyword] 
statistical learning 
state space model 
graphical model 
deep learning 
neural network 
sparse modeling 
knowledge acquisition / discovery 
simulation 
《continued to the back》
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[related methods / technologies] 
Bayesian network, data assimilation 
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\Prediction and control/ 

Predicted candidate 
presentation 

P「esent diverse possibilities in the future 

\Prediction and control/ 

Operation and control 
move devices automatically 

according to the purpose 

[application example keywords] 
typhoon outbreak location.new services / 
markets, regional economy, location of failure 

numerical value, ->text scenario 
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[Keyword] 
Bayesian estimation 
semi-supervised learning 
neural network 
knowledge acquisition / discovery 
auction 
market design 
Web intelligence 
behavior estimation 
《continued to the back》

[related methods / technologies] 
simulation, scenario planning 

[application example keywords] 
automobile, heavy machinery, airplane, 
machinetool, agricultural machinery, ship, 
traffic light, plant, forklift 

Image 

sensor 

manual input 

-> control value

[Keyword] 
simulation 
multi-agent 0

reinforcement learning 
deep learning 
semi-supervised learning �..! 
neural network 
《continued to the back》

づ
[related methods / technologies] 
cloud robotics, probabilistic robotics 


















